In Response to Fear and Purity : A Direct Response to Direct and Ongoing Attack
Addressing the statement/doxx of members of ARA by Nashville Antifa and Great Lakes Antifa
Addressing the hypocrisy and illegitimacy of these groups and their claims
Drafted by Nashville ARA with the support and endoresment of the Anti-Racist Action Network
***
The information contained here-in has been compiled and observed over the course of approximately
one year. Between late 2016 / early 2017 and January 2018, the actions (or lack there of) of active
members of Nashville Antifa and Great Lakes Antifa have impacted a number of organizations and
affinity groups in not only the south region but extending to the east coast and northern region. There
are those of us who have made our own conclusions about what their intentions or goals have been, or
who they actually are. What we know for certain is that they have exhibited a consistent pattern of
spreading misinformation, vouch kiting, slander and practices that are not only questionable but
unacceptable.
***
Notes for navigating this communique:
The statement/doxx that we received from an anonymous source was drafted by Nashville Antifa/Great
Lakes Antifa and to our knowledge has not been released. The statement/doxx was in the format of an 8
page PDF. We will break it down page by page, starting with a copy of each page before we discuss its
contents. Quotes from their statement will be highlighted in yellow for clarity. Screenshots will be
numbered in order and relevant names highlighted for clarity. This is a lot of information to process.
Our email address is at the end of this communique for any questions. There is no tl:dr for this
document. It is long and it is all relevant.
***
People mentioned in this communique relevant to the doxx of ARA members
Ross AKA Sagan – Nashville Antifa
Tina – Nashville Antifa
Jennifer Gaddy AKA Professor AKA Falko – Nashville Antifa/Great Lakes Antifa
Jessica Nocero AKA Oracle AKA Fallon– Great Lakes Antifa
Jae Carico – TARN / Chattanooga Antifa
Eva Watler – Nashville Antifa / FNB
TJ Dunnigan – Chattanooga Antifa

*****This copy has been redacted*****

Many folx have noticed for some time now that there seems to be a difference in opinions and tactics
between two local anti-fascist crews in Nashville, Tennessee. These differences have at times made
appearances on social media platforms, and at times have given no context for the basis of a shared
opinion or reason for these two groups to be taking shots at one another on such a public platform. The
purpose of this piece is multifaceted.
One objective is to be accountable as a chapter, for engaging other anti-fascists in a way that
showed disregard for the third Point of Unity within the ARA Network which is non-sectarian defense
of other anti-fascists. It is an inescapable fact of life that over the course of doing this work we will
encounter people who will participate in this work for self serving reasons, who will lie to and deceive
us. We nonetheless have a responsibility to be willing and ready accomplices to marginalized folx that
have trusted us enough to give us the opportunity to work with them in these spaces: to those conrads
that do this work because they have no choice, to those who don't wake up everyday in a position of
privilege, to those who have taken us in and who trust us to have their backs and be representatives of
not only our shared networks, but the entire movement.
In this communique we will also offer evidence to disprove claims made by Nashville AntiFa,
in conjunction with Great Lakes AntiFa (and others) against members of ARA. We perceive these
claims to be malicious and know them to be unfounded and fraudulent, so we believe these claims are
worthy of addressing.
While we understand that the perception of unity within anti-fascist street organizing is not
something we should be openly discrediting, in all honesty and fairness it is not something that always
exists at all times in all places. The consequences of appearing disunited to the state and the
racist/fascist right are in our opinion not just cause to let fakeness go unchecked within our circles, and
allow liars to deceive groups and individuals for personal gain. It is our goal to be fair and factual.
Something that, as will be demonstrated in this communique, has not been afforded to us in regards of
accurate depiction of events and circumstances.
Prior to the writing and publication of this communique, there were three separate pieces of
information released, one each by the ARA Network1, Cleveland Anti-fascists2, and Solidarity and
Defense3. Since the release of those documents there have been multiple attempts by members of
Nashville and Great Lakes AntiFa to retaliate, going so far as to threaten to call Child Protective
Services on other antifascists if statements were not recanted, and the dispersal of incorrect and
fraudulent information about members of Nashville ARA in response.
This communique will be a gauge by which individuals and groups/networks may form their
own opinion on the information (or misinformation) that has been circulating, within and outside of
these documents. As you read further and process the information you need only ask yourself who and
what you are doing this work for. Attached here is a full and unedited copy of the statement that we
received on October 7th, 2017. Page by page which we will break down and attach relevant pieces of
information. In this statement they attempt to smear and discredit the character and motivations of
members of ARA, and even go so far as to falsely describe screenshots of what they wish to portray as
evidence, but they make the mistake of thinking we don't keep records when the people and
circumstances involved are clear signs of foul play.

Lets start from the top of page 1(see above image). Lets talk about what is accurate here and give a bit
more backstory. It is in fact an account from the perspective of members of Nashville AntiFa. The
notion that this is a case study in “toxic security culture” is laughable. It is a lesson in how not to put
together a smear piece. It is true that members named here (Julez and Phaedra) were members of
Nashville AntiFa prior to parting ways and joining the ARA Network. The AG did in fact become
active around the time of the election of Donald Trump. The words used to describe the ideology of the
AG are also correct. Then it goes on to state that “ In the earliest organizing days, a married couple,
whom we will refer to as Julez (***) and Phaedra (***) (or J and P) joined our group with an expressed
desire to combat encroaching fascism and white supremacy. Although the two had a history of filing
protective orders against each other (See Image 1), and we were not keen on folks who are comfortable
with using the state against enemies or family, they seemed to be committed to the cause. But almost
immediately, the two had friction within the group. A schism developed between the two and another
member, who was also a founding member of Food Not Bombs Nashville, and the FNB person
subsequently left our affinity group.”
Whether or not you agree with the fact that they referenced the court records of a divorce proceeding to
use as evidence of willingness to use the state, the fact is that they got it wrong. It is not only distasteful
to release court mandated no-contact orders in sensitive family matters, ignoring the ways that they so
often interplay with issues of mental illness and inability to seek and receive adequate treatment, its
entirely unconnected to any picture they are trying to paint here and it misrepresents when this
information was available to them. When the AG was initially formed, not a single person in the AG
was doing any sort of doxxing or background searches on individuals joining the AG until after the
involvement of one Jennifer Gaddy much after J and P initially joined the AG. More on her later.
We believe that the only reason this information was included was in retaliation for the ARA
statement1, which was endorsed by not only every chapter in ARA but several regional and national
networks, some of which went on to release their own statements corroborating ours2 3.
Next, they state that “ almost immediately, the two had friction within the group. A schism
developed between the two and another member, who was also a founding member of Food Not Bombs
Nashville, and the FNB person subsequently left our affinity group.”
Lets get right to the bottom of this one and provide some screenshots of our own for context. “Another
member” references one Eva Watler, who was the lead coordinator and founding (and well known with
a frequent media presence) member of FNB Nashville. J met Eva before anyone else in this AG, and
was volunteering on a weekly basis to help prepare and deliver food for FNB. At some point, Eva took
on the assumption that there was a “mutual attraction” between her and Julez and stated that it was
“obvious to everyone” to at least two people in the AG. This was not communicated to J by Eva, and he
was not made aware of this until after the “schism” had already come to a head. As time progressed,
Eva began working with other members of the AG including P, who is J's partner, and repeatedly made
reference to feeling “awkward” working with both J and P at once. Soon after, Eva invited P to stay
with her for about a week and P agreed to pay Eva in exchange. During this stay Eva spread many lies
about AG members both to P and about her to others. This led every single member except one to vote
to not work with Eva any longer. These accounts from a member named Tina, and Ross corroborate
this version told by J and P. Screenshots below.

Julez (in red), Phaedra (dark grey), Eva Watler (light grey with “#”), Tina (blue)
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Next is a follow-up private message between Ross (“Sagan” in green) and Phaedra.
1.

2.

3.

Some of the things that Eva told to various members of the AG to attempt to create divisions were:
That Julez was sexist for fighting along side Phaedra at an action where her safety was threatened.
That Phaedra told her that “All Jews need to be wiped off the planet”
That Phaedra sent her an antisemitic text message and threatened her life via signal
That both Tina and Phaedra were lying when they confronted her about the lies she had told.
After the AG voted to stop working with Eva, Julez sent her a message to ask her why she had taken it
that far and this was her response:

After this transmission Eva blocked Julez from messaging and no further contact was made.

Next it states that “Shortly thereafter, J and P began to exhibit some problematic behavior, including
using slurs (such as “bitch”) or ableist language (such as calling folks with substance abuse issues
“tweekers”) (See Image 2). However, we fiercely oppose purity spirals and/or purity culture, so we
attempted to do pull-ins and self-critical introspection with them to educate, not shun or use punitive
measures. Although P refused to stop using ableist language about addiction, J seemed to be
progressing and attempting to ameliorate his use of slurs, something we found encouraging.” and
attaches images without context or full reporting.
This accusation is factual. Julez made a post on the Facebook page for Nashville AntiFa which
showed a screenshot of an alt-right member threatening antifascists, in which Julez captioned it with a
paragraph that used the word “bitch”. There were people who spoke up in the comment section
expressing disapproval of the use of that word, to which Julez response was to discuss it within the
group chat of the AG, asking them to give advice and opinions on the matter. The discussion was
mature and a consensus was reached that while the group understood the context of the post, that it was
still a gender slur and Julez agreed to some self crit and made a signed public post in which he made an
apology and recognition of the impact that the word can have and he has since made a successful effort
to not use the word. It was appreciated and accepted by readers and by the AG as progress and as
evidence of Julez holding himself accountable. It was no longer an issue after that point. However, the
AG chose to not include any of that information in their statement, only a screenshot of the initial
conversation that Julez started about it in a private thread. (See below)

At this time, J was new to spaces that are conscious about gendered/sexist/ableist language, and in the
interest of restorative justice a close comrade explained. This is why call out culture is important, and
why people who care and are willing to educate and build up and promote radical feminism are
essential. If the authors of the statement we are writing in response to actually care so much about
avoiding “purity culture” is is unclear why they found this relevant to include, especially when they
admit themselves that the accountability process went positively.
Moving on to the screenshot of Phaedra and the tweeker reference. This is a complex issue but
can be explained in a couple simple ways. There is a person by the name of TJ (who is mentioned later
in their statement), who had been organizing with the AG at that time who was a meth user. This was
known and was not something they shamed or ridiculed him for, but it was requested of him on several
occasions to not bring it into their house or around their children due to Julez being a recovering addict
and clean for over 8 years. Phaedra and Julez have a zero tolerance policy for the use of
methamphetamine within their household specifically because of these addiction issues in Julez' past.
During a 3 day visit to their residence TJ was caught with meth in their house. He still wasn't
shamed or made to leave or get rid of the dope, instead was offered counsel and help if he wanted.
Relevant screenshots below. This was the first of two occasions when TJ was first asked to not bring it
around that space, and to not bring it to particular actions. This direct and repeated breach of trust is
also omitted in the given account. What else is omitted is that other members of the AG seemed to feel
very differently about both Phaedra and the person suffering from addiction at the time than they claim
to in their statement (See below screenshot of conversation with Jennifer Gaddy [Professor])
[Phaedra talking to TJ]

1.

[Phaedra to Jennifer]

2.

The referenced screenshot of Phaedra's Facebook post also came after another post she made about the
drug that was deemed problematic in the group, but this had since been addressed much like Julez'
language use, and the issue dissolved and no one had an issue with Julez and Phaedra maintaining a
hardline stance of zero tolerance for that particular drug.

Lets move on to page 2 of their statement (image below)

Reading the first paragraph of the page, there is some truth and some falsification. Lets start with the
garden : The screenshots below are a conversation during the beginning stage of the community garden
called “Operation Pollination”

[Julez (red), Phaedra (Grey), Thelo (Yellow)]

1.

4.

2.

3.

We see no relevance here to mention the garden except for the fact that the way it is written suggest
that J and P wanted nothing to do with community work and only to do actions. This is far from the
case. In fact, while the labor of that first community garden was shared pretty evenly among most of
the group, it was a project that J and P were excited about and did a majority of the initial labor to
prepare the site and transport the soil.
I'm not going to really go any further into this but I want to point out the picture they are trying
to paint here. From FNB, to OpPollination to OpLove to prisoner letter writing, J and P were involved
as much as was physically possible.
Next it states that “ Our collective purchased two sets of plate carriers (body armor) and an additional
set was donated to be worn as preventive measures against armed nationalists for defensive purposes.”
This is inaccurate. Jennifer Gaddy and her sister purchased the body armor.
Next it states that “ However, another schism had developed in the group: we had a large
proportion of our collective who was committed to the cause of prisoner support/prison abolition/police
abolition and a minority (including J and P) who were much more devoted to traveling to disrupt white
nationalist rallies. Although the former group was supportive of J and P’s enthusiasm and devotion, we
were not keen to make it our sole focus. This created more division where J began accusing us of not
being “anarchists” but being “liberals” for wanting to do more prisoner support work (something we
felt very critical to our organizing) (See Image 3 [below])”

. At no point whatsoever did J or P ever express the opinion that direct action was any more or less
valuable than prison abolition work or any form of community work. In fact the discussion never came
up. They made this up. While it is true that J and P were more focused on being devoted to attending as
many defense actions as possible, it was never said that it was to be their main focus or suggested that
the AG should make it their main focus. To say that J and P accused them of not being anarchists and
being liberals for wanting to do prison work more than actions is ludicrous and false.
What is true, is that J and P HIGHLY disagreed with the growing consensus among other
members of the group to make efforts to appeal to liberals locally and regionally. They made it clear
that they did not agree with and will not participate in the liberalization of Anti-fascist organizing.
Furthermore, the date on Julez' post, which they neglected to include was May 23rd, 2017 . Julez and
Phaedra had already left Nashville AntiFa and joined the ARA Network, forming the Nashville chapter.
This fact, of course, derails their narrative.

The last paragraph on page 2 is where it really becomes apparent of their use of misinformation.
It states that “As the organizing for Pikeville ramped up, several things happened in succession which
caused the division to split further. Louisville ARA was spearheading organizing the event, and it
seemed like the planning was gripped with fear and paranoia of right infiltration. As we prepared to
travel to the event, we communicated with comrades in Great Lakes AntiFa because one of our
members had a sibling who was affiliated with their organization. They were communicating with
Cleveland ARA/AntiFa to see if they wanted to go to Pikeville too. The Great Lakes AntiFa collective
affiliate had offered to rent a van for the ARA folks to aid in travel if necessary. We all had plans to
camp at campsites and the admission to those campsites was supposed to be controlled by Louisville
ARA. However, one of our members received a text message that un-vetted folks from another
collective might be coming to provide food services for us. When asking how we would handle having
unvetted folks from this collective being on site, we were encouraged to mask at the campsite,
something that seemed sub-optimal to us from an organizing standpoint (after all, what was the point of
having all of us “vetted” if unvetted folks were going to be allowed on site as well (See Image 4). This
is where, in retrospect, mistakes were made. Our member communicated in a group chat to members
of Great Lakes AntiFa that the campsites would have unvetted folks in them, and that in light of this,
perhaps instead of camping, we should get a block of hotel rooms in a nearby town to protect our
anonymity. Great Lakes AntiFa, wanting to ensure the security of their Cleveland ARA/AntiFa
comrades, communicated this to them. Cleveland ARA contacted Louisville ARA and asked if the
campsites were going to have unvetted folks on site, and Louisville immediately became upset at
Nashville and Great Lakes AntiFa for this perceived slight at their efforts to promote security. They
asked Cleveland ARA to divulge who told them that the campsites were not secure and a member of
Cleveland ARA told Louisville ARA the legal name of the Great Lakes AntiFa affiliate (sibling to
Nashville AntiFa member). At that point, the Great Lakes AntiFa affiliate felt that Cleveland
ARA/AntiFa had compromised her anonymity and she deactivated her social media accounts and
uninstalled Signal. She did not feel comfortable using a credit card to rent them a vehicle in light of
this as well. The reason behind deactivation of social media by this person was communicated via
messaging between Great Lakes and Cleveland. Understandably, feelings were hurt on all sides by
this, and several people stayed home from Pikeville because of it.”
The following screenshots paint a much different picture. The next two images are screenshots that
Ross sent to Phaedra, of a conversation between Ross and “Richie” of Cleveland Antifa.

[inside the highlighted red box is a c&p of a message from Jennifer to Richie, sent to Ross]

1.

2.

In this message, Jennifer Gaddy is again giving misinformation. Holly has never been convicted of a
felony, and was never arrested in 2016. If Holly were in fact a law enforcement plant, that would mean
she has been working with law enforcement for 15 years with no arrests made, no results. There are
documented photographs of Holly doing anti-fascist work going back to 2002. Jennifer Gaddy has
repeatedly used this tactic. Holly is a trusted, vetted and respected member in good standing of ARA.

This next set of screenshots is from a conversation between Phaedra and Cincinatti ARA, and a
conversation between Phaedra and a member of Cleveland Anti-fascists prior to the action in Pikeville,
KY. For context, the contents of these conversations completely disprove and derail the narrative that
Nashville Antifa attempts use in the last paragraph on page 2 of their statement, claiming that Julez and
Phaedra damaged their relationship with Louisville ARA and Cleveland ARA by “formenting dissent
with transportation organizers”. (the bottom two screenshots on this page are the screenshots that were
sent to Phaedra in this message. Stacy “Melissa” is Stacy Barnes, Jennifer Gaddy's other sister)
1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

4.

[Phaedra talking to Nana of Cleveland Anti-fascists about the transportation situation]

2.

3.

5.

6.

The next 3 images are screenshots of Phaedra asking Jennifer (“Professor”) about the situation.

1.

2.

3.

Because of this and several other issues leading up to Pikeville, Jennifer ended up doing the same thing
as Jessica (as described above by Nana) and ghosted everyone by deleting signal and all social media
and cutting off all communication.
Next.

Here we have once again TJ. And once again we have the author writing false statements. J and P did
personally see the screenshots. There was no solid accusation made against TJ that he was a nazi
infiltrator. TJ actually told someone that he was an alt-right troll. This statement also omits the fact that
that in those same communications TJ also said that he had purchased a number of SKS rifles to bring
to Pikeville and that he was going to cause a bloodbath. TJ also mentioned Louisville ARA by name
which led the person he was contacting to contact Louisville ARA and tell them that he was going to
call the FBI, which significantly escalated tensions leading up to the action.
There were 5 members of Nashville AntiFa present when we met with TJ the night of this
incident, and any one of them that you ask will attest to the fact that there was a conversation about
what he had done and the potential and real consequences of his actions. At first he lied about all of it
and eventually, in front of 5 members of Nashville AntiFa and several members of another AG
admitted and apologized.
As for the alleged beating, as is the common theme in this statement, this is not accurate. It is
hard for me to believe that one of their members who was present during this incident would sign off
on this knowing how badly and inaccurately this was written.
There was an agreement between TJ and members that we would settle it. TJ was not lured
anywhere. At the end of the night he was offered help in beginning to recover from drug addiction and
J talked with him for almost an hour about his experiences with addiction to the same drug in his past.
The following day TJ along with all of Nashville AntiFa and Upstate ARA (then upstate AntiFa)
marched downtown Nashville as a unified group and faced a large group of fascists who were
protesting our May Day rally. We were 12 facing over 40 people. The authors account of these
circumstances is completely false, and if you have a connection to Nashville AntiFa, give them a shout.
Not a doubt they will confirm. TJ on multiple occasions lied to, about and behind the back of Nashville
AntiFa and those who are now ARA. We have plenty more receipts but I don't feel like its necessary
here.

Let's move onto page 4.

First, the statement attributes the account Jackie Ward to J in one sentence and to P in another, which
calls in to question that they even know who to accuse.
Second, once again, the author of this statement does not take into consideration that there might be
other people who still have the screenshots. The statement claims: “Subsequently, the division in our
group continued to be difficult to manage. When a member has done violence to another member
without mediation, without proof of transgression, the atmosphere in the group is bound to change.
However, the actual split in our group between AntiFa and ARA came when one of our Nashville
AntiFa spearheads simply asked P to stop being condescending to other members. This elicited rage
from J who threatened to “shoot him in the head”. At this point, we could not continue to organize with
them since we had credible evidence they were capable of doing violence to other leftists.” but here are
the actual screenshots so you can see for yourself:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

6.

Below is the proceeding conversation between Ross and Phadra about the incident.
1.

2.

Nowhere does Julez become violent or threaten to shoot Ross in the head.

Ask them for that screenshot of J threatening to shoot Ross in the head. They don't have it. It doesn't
exist. It didn't happen. Next. It states that Ross “simply asked P to stop being condescending to other
members”. Clearly shown above, this is not an accurate description of dialogue. Next. It states that this
was the reason for the split. This is not true. The reason for the split is in the screenshot below which
we will explain.

We received a copy of this text that was sent into a group thread, that was created by Ross which
included all members of Nashville AntiFa except for J and P for the sole purpose of discussing how and
why they were going to kick them out.
Before we address the validity of those claims, I think it is worth saying that almost all Affinity
Groups, orgs and networks we've worked with have an accountability process that is straight up, honest
and to the point when dealing with members who find themselves out of good standing for whatever
reason. Nashville AntiFa chose instead to communicate to J and P that though things were going rough
nothing was wrong, while privately discussing how they were going to personally attack and distance
themselves from the two in the easiest way possible so that they could appease liberal's demands on
their group.
J received screenshots of these conversations from a newer person who had been starting to
organize with them, stating to J that he felt like it was betrayal and was not good with what was going
down and that he was being lied to. This was what ultimately led to the split.
Lets talk about this list in the above screenshot. A portion that is cropped out at the top of that text read
“Here's what we know:” Jennifer Gaddy wrote that list, which is not simply misleading, but is often
completely false.
1. We talked about that in the beginning with the circumstances surrounding Eva Watler.
2. This has become a running joke among conrads that Julez jumped on a cop car at a BLM rally for
Jocques Clemmons. This allegation is completely fabricated. We can put you in touch with the family
of Jocques Clemmons, they were all there at the rally, no one ever jumped on a cop car. In fact they
went so far as to use a picture that was taken in another city at a different time of day than when the
rally took place. Julez was there but according to all accounts except Ross and Jennifer, he did not
jump on a cop car. Not that there's anything wrong with that.
3. Still not sure where this came from. J did not know and hadn't worked with any members of SURJ
prior to this claim and certainly would not use that language to describe them. Although Liberal is not
entirely inaccurate.
4. Again, in this communique we show contradicting evidence to this claim.
5. Its pretty much a nationally known fact now that Nashville AntiFa takes orders from Great Lakes so
lets not pretend that's even a real thing.
6. This claim has no basis and the receipts show a different conversation than the one the author
describes.
7. Great Lakes AntiFa is burned and not in good standing with our Networks, nor is any of their
members or affiliates. We didn't bad jacket two of them, we bad jacketed them all.
8. Some people got in a fight. We're not in the business of incriminating anyone.
9. (not shown) says “Evidence that they used the state against eachother” which we went over before.
These accusations and lies against J and P were the first in a line of more to come from Nashville
AntiFa and Great Lakes AntiFa for getting called out on their shit and refusing to be accountable.

Continuing page 4 it states “ So, we split our groups off, and attempted to do so amicably. J and P
formed a Nashville ARA chapter, and we even allowed them to keep one set of body armor and a VPN
to start their own chapter, in a gesture of goodwill (to try and make things smooth for their transition
out of our group). We never wanted community organizing to be difficult with them, but this has not
been the case.”
As you can perhaps assume from how the split between groups came to pass, there was no attempt to
do anything amicably. There was no attempt at any sort of communication by them. This is important.
They did not “allow us to keep” anything. There was no exchange of anything, we didn't ask for
anything. We never received a VPN of any sort from any of them. As a matter of fact they later on
accused us of stealing said VPN. Yes, we have a screenshot for that. There was no “transition” from
their group. We left after the lies had begun to spread internally with the explicit and previously
determined purpose of joining ARA.
Continuing page 4
It states that “Since forming their own ARA chapter, J and P have continued to threaten, intimidate and
badjacket Nashville AntiFa, Great Lakes AntiFa, and Chattanooga AntiFa members. They will not
leave our social media pages alone, constantly posting in our threads telling folks to not trust us
because we are “honeypots” (See Image 8) and specifically targeting the two siblings affiliated with
Nashville AntiFa and Great Lakes AntiFa by posting cartoon depictions meant to parody them (they
both have red hair, see Image 8). We ignored these childish displays, hoping they would tire of
harassing us, but it continued and escalated. They have aggressively menaced our members at actions
to a degree that is greater than they menace fascists. Eventually, they did a light-doxx on their page
revealing the identities of two members of our collectives and badjacketing an entire collective without
evidence, just citing “too many sources and incidents to cite”(See Image 9).
This is one area where we as a chapter are taking accountability. Not because we regret
anything that was said or feel that anything we said to their pages or accounts were untrue, but because
we have a responsibility for the way our chapter reflects on the Network. Social media is not the proper
place to hash out differences of this nature between anti-fascist, or so called anti-fascist organizations.
Our purpose there should be to promote unity and non-sectarian defense. Even when we aren't given
the same respect.
There are a few there who had not done any wrong towards us and whom we have no
issue with. As for the members who we did a “light doxx” on, they were Jennifer Gaddy and Jessica
Nocero (also referred to as “the twins”) of Great Lakes/Nashville AntiFa and we stand beside our
statement on those individuals and their organizations. So when we said “too many sources and
incidents to site”, well basically this is what we meant. By the end of this communique I'll be well into
30 pages of sources and incidents.

Continuing page 4 into page 5:
It states “A look at their social media page will reveal that they have doxxed members of our
collectives and their unaffiliated family members more assiduously than they have ever done against
fascists. And for what? Because they have hurt feelings that we were unwilling to continue organizing
with them because they have done tangible harm and threatened harm to our members. At this point,
we asked members in our local community to help sit down with mediation. A member of our
collective asked ARA to intervene and reel them in, or provide a forum for mediation. No one was
interested in getting involved. Great Lakes Spearheads contacted antifascist organizer Daryl Lamont
Jenkins to ask for remediation between our groups around the time when we all came together for the
AmRen conference as well through a mutual comrade, John Carico, and he indicated he was not
interested in “getting involved with Leftist infighting”. We feel it is important to underscore this,
because our community has a dearth of interest in helping with these types of problems until great harm
comes to pass.”
We've already covered a great deal of this paragraph so, if you're really that interested, reach out
to DLJ and see what he has to say about it. Next we'll break down the Carico situation and then the
Emma Berger situation with screenshots. If you need more clarification on any of these points you'll
have to reach out and ask for the rest. There's a lot.

Page 6.

We are adding this here as relevant evidence that Jennifer Gaddy consistently engages in a
pattern of misinformation. During the organizing for “Unite the Right 2.0”, the rallies that were
taking place in Murfreesboro and Shelbyville, Tennessee, we received word from a source on the
Murfreesboro council that there was a person attending organzing meetings in Murfreesboro
introducing herself as Phaedra. Upon further inquiry, this is what we discovered.

Now we will show some screenshots of conversations between Phaedra and Jae Carico. It is
relevant to note that until Jennifer became a factor, our relationship with Jae Carico was
professional and cordial. Eventually, though we had only even met Jae in passing and had only
communicated via phone or messenger, that relationship would diminish as rumors were spread
by the twins and Nashville/Great Lakes Antifa.

The situation with Carico: 1.

4.

3.

2.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

As we can see, Carico clears up the issue of Jessica's house being raided, and confirms that TJ was in
fact lying when he accused Julez and Phaedra of stealing a VPN from him. We can see that rumors
about Phaedra are being spread from within Tennessee. Here we see that Phaedra is responding to a
voicemail that Carico left Julez, telling him to “get Phaedra in line or break up with her”. We have a
record of that voice mail.
Why we called out Emma Berger (member of TN IWW) and all who defended her:
1.

This is a blatantly racist statement to make. It is police apologetics. She didn't sugar coat her words and
we didn'y sugar coat our response.
And again their included information is without context. There were no formal charges brought
against J and no process to remove him from the IWW. This is really inconsequential when you
consider the fact that their account of kicking him out of Nashville AntiFa and making attempts to
make peace were false and fabricated. I'm not going to spend too much time here because we stand
behind the fact that the conduct of the members of the TN IWW involved in this situation was
unbecoming of the standards of the IWW.
Next: Page 7

At this point we have released statements from our network and have seen corroborating statements
released from other networks. We don't deny that we were not shy about confronting them both online
and offline. At this point, the amount of false information, rumors and all out lies that had been spread
were coming from not only Jennifer and Jessica, from Nashville AntiFa, but also from TJ, Carico and
Great Lakes AntiFa. There comes a point when enough is enough. We are at that point now. The rumors
continue to spread and grow in number. We continue to hear more and more accounts from people
experiencing the same patterns exhibited by Jennifer Gaddy (Professor) and Jessica Nocero (Oracle).
1.
2.
1.

2.
3.

1.

Peter Grey (bottom right screenshot on previous page) is the 3 percenter they discuss in the above
screenshots.
Below shows a conversation with a member of Redneck Revolt about the situation.
1.

2.

3.

The number of folx we have spoken to from AG's across the southeast and northeast regions to let us
know that they had the same experience with GLA and the twins after we released our statement is
enough for us to know that whether they are fash or feds really doesn't even matter at this point. They
enter spaces and use their positions of privilege and resources to infiltrate those spaces and cause
damage.

1.

2.

1.

We ended up having so many people and AG's, in fact, that a secure loop was created and upwards of
20 representatives from those AG's were present to discuss the almost identical experiences they had
with these people. We weren't kidding when we said too many sources and incidents to site. The
information we are putting here is not even a third of what we have gathered.
Lets look at the last page.

First of all here on this page they use a screenshot sent from a phone number that is in Kentucky, and
say that it is Julez sending the text message. We know who sent the text and it wasn't Julez. He is pretty
upfront and clear about what he has to say to whoever he has to say it to. This was not him. It's ironic
that they put these two shots together and claim one is Julez. You do the math.
The twins, Nashville AntiFa and Great Lakes AntiFa have engaged in a rather lengthy and dramatic
campaign to destroy the character of not only Julez and Phaedra, but the ARA and TORCH Networks
and Redneck Revolt and have done absolutely nothing to respond in accountability or address any
concerns that anyone in any respective networks have. The statement that this communique is written
in response to presents false information and information so far removed from its context that it loses
its meaning. The narrative put forward in the Nashville Antifa statement is not created to faithfully
represent the course of events, but rather as retaliation for our coherent and effective attempts to keep
our organizations safe.
People had questions about why there was and is beef between Nashville ARA, ARA and Great Lakes
AntiFa and Nashville AntiFa. These are the answers to those questions. There are many things and
incidents that we haven't even touched on in this communique that are of equal importance and anyone
that has any questions can feel free to reach out to us at aranashville@protonmail.com

Ultimately, when people are attacked, they have a right to defend themselves from false allegations and
personal attacks on character. It is especially important in these activist circles that we speak out and
call out these behaviors when we see them, especially when they are repeated behaviors and we can see
a pattern and identify it as dangerous to our circles. Take this for what it is, for whatever it is worth to
you.
We do not trust or work with, in any capacity, ever, under any circumstances, any member of
Nashville AntiFa, Great Lakes AntiFa, Jennifer Gaddy & Jessica Nocero or anyone that does work with
any of those people. This is a stance that is taken by the entire ARA Network, TORCH Network, The
Holler Network, Solidarity & Defense, and multiple AG's within Redneck Revolt. The links below are
links to statements made by ARA, Cleveland Antifascists and Solidarity and Defense.
It is also worth noting that since IGD (It's Going Down) was made aware of them and published
the statement by Cleveland, the twins and Great Lakes AntiFa have engaged on a similar smear
campaign against them, similarly accusing them of being or working with the FBI. They now publish
through Enough is Enough. Should the need arise for another communique and we need to address
issues we haven't discussed here, we will make that publication.
We will end here by saying that we aren't doing this work for attention or for social capital or
for a hobby. We do this work because we love and care deeply for those we work with and fight for
marginalized folx who are affected by hate and state oppression. There is no room within the work for
people who are here to cause drama and fighting among us. We do not know for sure whether the twins
and their groups are fash or feds, but we do know with certainty that they have caused damage to our
ability to work and organize in the past and we have worked to set the record straight. We appreciate
our comrades who believed in us from the beginning, who knew the truth and stood by us and continue
to have our backs.
-Nashville Anti-Racist Action
http://facebook.com/nashvilleara/posts/1937197919851735?pnref=story
http://solidarityndefense.net/2017/12/15/solidarity-defense-statement-on-great-lakes-antifa/
3http://itsgoingdown.org/statement-great-lakes-antifa-cleveland-antifascist-network/
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